This elaborate!}^ produced Cliffs Notes
of Much Ado is supposed to be high art.
W h a t it reminds me of is Tom Stoppard's Fifteen Minute Hamlet, which was
meant as an irreverent joke.
There are other, smaller problems,
too. Keanu Reexe's Don John is a cartoon villain, which he does less well than
Mandy Patinkin did hiigo Montoya in
The Princess Bride. Denzel Washington—as Reeve's half-brother!—is handsome enough but a disaster whenever
he opens his mouth. His vowels and
rhythms are all pitiably off. Michael
Keaton's energetic-enough performance
as Dogberry is that of a lunatic out of
Monty Python and the Holy Grail, but it
is likely that the fault is more Branagh's
than his own.
W h e r e was I going with all this? I
had some abstract notions about meddling, the perils of the human condition, and the risks of pride and vanitv
. . . but let it go. It's obvious and not
worth doing.
David R. Slavitt is a poet and novelist
living in Philadelphia.

Exclusive
by Stephen Provizer
Writer's Mags Exposed

W

ho's responsible for all those
"Writer's magazines"—Writer,
Writer's Digest, Writer's Notebook, etc.—
clogging the newsstands of Harvard

Square? The unsuspecting peruser who
comes to these periodicals seeking professional advice will be disappointed to
find that they read like a cross between
Norman Vincent Peale and Robotics
Monthly. The truth is, writing is a rough
and lonely trade and, as far as I'm concerned, the ilk of steely stoicism and
treacly "inspiration" dished out by these
rags just doesn't cut the mustard.
As a freelancer with a propensity toward self-destruction, I feel it is my duty
to expose these journals and have therefore distilled a number of their typical
stories down to a glistening pearl I call:
"Clarence, Its Now or Never! (An Inspirational Yarn)."
"Growing up sixth in a Scotch Presbyterian family of 12 outside H o m e
Fries, Pennsvlvania, I didn't have much
chance to think about what it meant to
be an Artist; I was too busy fighting for
haggis at the supper table. Like everyone
in my family, it was expected that I
would spend my life working in the local
potato chip factory, raising an enormous
and respectable family and serving as a
lower-level functionary in the local
church. But there was something different about me, e\-en from the very beginning.
"As a toddler, I used to huddle under
my nappy with a flashlight, reading E.B.
W h i t e on style. In grammar school, I
forged notes so erudite that not once
did I have to bounce frozen soccer balls
off mv head in winter gym class. Most
tellingly, while the other kids loitered in
the penny candy section of the five and
dime, I was in the stationery department, ogling the little spiral notebooks
and Mont Blanc fountain pens.
"As the years went by, howex'cr, I allowed myself to be caught up in the
numbing inertia that is Home Fries. I
ended up in the chip factory, married
with six kids, and while I continued to fill
tiny notebooks and got so frustrated I
sometimes thought I would kill to get
the chance, I never seriously considered
pursuing writing as a profession.
"Then, fate twisted the plot: one torrid summer's day, my wife Blossom's
bagpipes unexpectedly exploded during
the Founder's Day Parade and I was left
a widower. Paradoxicall), it was at this
vulnerable junction in my life that I decided I had to make the great leap into
the unknown. I was already 20 years old
and time was slipping by—so many
novellas unwritten; so many writing seminars unattended.
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"My friends and neighbors were less
than enthusiastic, pummeling me about
the responsibilities of church, nuclear
family, and communitv and trying to
convince me I had the talent of a cockroach. It wasn't an easy decision to
make, but I figured that, between the
double indemnity insurance settlement
and the government cheese giveaways,
we'd get by. I knew I had to give it a
shot. It was now or never.
"Once the decision was made and
writing success targeted, it simply became a question of 'buckling down.' In
my case, this meant shipping the kids off
to in-laws, buying a set of E-Z Writer's
Guides to Publication (available through
this magazine), canceling my cable TV,
locking myself in the den, and changing
a few names to avoid litigation.
"Anyone who's been following the
best-seller charts and the celebrity pages
knows I haven't missed yet. Starting
with A Child's Book of Chips (the very
first book to be packaged in a cellophane
bag, with completely edible pages), all
the way up to my latest—A Nacho Chip
on My Shoulder (off-beat humor with
melted cheese and a m e d i u m - h o t
sauce)—I've had nothing but devoted
readers and (thank goodness) great reviews. It should also be noted that I met
and married a beautiful, intelligent
model—a former Miss Clam Dip from
Encino—and have had a vasectomy. So,
my message to all you aspiring writers
out there is—You can make it like me!
Get yourself some of the little notebooks, insure your spouse, and don't forget to change the names!"
Well, friends, if this is what the canny
editors of these magazines are passing
off as inspiration, then I say give me
blackhearted cynicism any day. W h e n
these people find someone whose
biggest investment is filing cabinets to
house rejection slips, who flies into a
jealous rage just hearing the names
"Bret," "Tama," and "Jay," whose mood
swings Tarzan would get vertigo trying to
swing on, then they will have my deep
and abiding attention.
Until then, I admit I will continue to
buy the magazines, but only for the classifieds; I've found a guy can actually
make a pretty good living writing sensitive pornography and humorous gag
lines for New Age greeting card companies in Maine.
Stephen Provizer writes from
Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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THE SWEDISH EXPERIMENT IN
FAMILY POLITICS
THE MYRDALS AND THE INTERWAR POPULATION CRISIS
Allan Carlson
This devastating account of the work of Gunnar and Alva Myrdal portrays
how two young scholars used the power of ideas to help engineer a new
domestic order in Sweden. It offers the general reader remarkable insight
into the nature of Scandinavian social life, and the specialist a critical
perspective on how social science can itself become the problem, rather
than providing solutions in contemporary post-industrial life.
ISBN: 0-88738-299-1 (cloth) 314 pp. $39.95

THE POLITICS OF HUMAN NATURE
Thomas Fleming
This effort to understand human nature in a political context takes up sex
and gender differences, democracy and dictatorship, individual and
familial patterns of association.
"Probing and thoughtful"
-Elizabeth Fox-Genovese, Chronicles
"Learned, thoughtful, and superbly written"
-Robert Nisbet, The National Review
"Progressives and radicals could benefit from grappling with Fleming's
intellectually stimulating presentation."
-The Progressive
"A wide-ranging and freewheeling review of sundry madnesses affecting
modern political thought."
-This World
ISBN: 0-88738-189-8 (cloth) 276 pp. $32.95
ISBN: 1-56000-700-1 (paper) 276 pp. $19.95

FAMILY QUESTIONS
Thomas Fleming
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Reflections on the
Americaji Social Crisis

Allan C. Carlson

REFLECTIONS ON THE AMERICAN SOCIAL CRISIS
Allan Carlson
What accounts for the crisis in American family life? This creative search
for answers borrows from conservative, feminist, and socialist traditions,
offering a number of provocative explanations.
"One of the most profoundly sensible voices on the American landscape.
. . . All of his positions are carefully laid out and supported by meticulous
research and precise reasoning."
-William Tucker, The American Spectator
"Genuinely profound"
-E. Calvin Beiser, World
"Of interest to historians, social scientists/planners and students at the
upper-division undergraduate level and above"
-D.A. Chekki, Choice
ISBN: 0-88738-206-1 (cloth) 335 pp. $39.95
Order from your bookstore or direct from the publisher.
Major credit cards accepted. Call (908) 932-2280
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DON'T LET THEM G O
UNOPPOSED!
University on February 26 Young America's
The universities still don't get the picture.
Foundation sponsored Oliver North for an audiThey think students of the nineties still want to
ence of 1,100, the best attended lecture of the
hear the tiresome rhetoric of the sixties. And in
year on that campus.
most schools that's all students get when it
comes to guest lecture programs.
Whether the speaker is Phyllis Schlafly,
Walter Williams, Dinesh D'Souza, or Robert
But students bold enough to take action to
Novak, a speaker sponsored by Young America's
balance their education can do something about
Foundation is often the best attended lecture on
it. With help from Young America's Foundation,
campus.
they can bring speakers to their campuses who
will have a powerful impact on the intellectual
So don't let your administrators or faculty
life of their schools. Last April 20 the
tell you that students don't want to hear conserFoundation helped University of North Carolina
vative speakers and ideas. And don't let Hillary
students to host a lecture by William F.
Clinton, Jesse Jackson, Anita Hill, and Ted
Buckley The event drew 1,700 stuKennedy control the campus debate
dents, twice the number attracted by
by default. Join the battle to bring
balance to college campuses. Call
Jesse Jackson in the same hall just VrM i\ir Ah/rPQjrA'c
XUUNL. /^VltKdLA b Young America's Foundation today
two weeks earlier. At Florida State

Or They'll Control The Campus Debate.
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